PLYC - Crane Day Rules & Agreement

To minimize PLYC liability, Directors require that crane operations at the Club be conducted in
an orderly manner with full attention to personal safety and property protection. Keel Boat
owners using crane service at the Club are required to agree with the following terms and
conditions.
For safety reasons, people (especially children) without direct involvement in craning operations
should not attend this workday.
PLYC members, boat owners and visitors agree:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

To establish and maintain a 25 metre ‘safety zone’ around the crane operating area, and
all persons in the safety zone shall wear hard hats. Persons not directly involved with the
lift must remain outside the safety zone.
To designate a competent ‘guide person’ who shall be present during all crane operations
to assist the crane operator with directions and clearances.
To designate two persons as ‘tether persons’ to guide and control vessels from lifting
position to resting place. Tether persons are the only people allowed within the safety zone
while a load is in motion.
That each owner (or agent) and one assistant will apply and remove vessel lifting straps,
and observe the initial lift until it is clear of the lifting position to ensure proper strapping
locations. They will then stand clear of operations until the vessel is resting properly in its
destination position. Owners may assist tether persons upon a tether person’s request.
To protect PLYC property from damage, including trees, shrubs, gardens, rockery, lawns,
docks, parking lot, club equipment, and structures.
To carry comprehensive liability insurance for personal property during operations and
storage at PLYC. Boat owners agree to hold harmless, Directors, members, designated
agents, as well as PLYC Inc. from all damage and injury claims.
That owners of boats that are too large or heavy for safe handling by the crane operator,
agree to find alternate storage arrangements outside PLYC. The crane operator shall in
his sole discretion, determine crane capabilities and surrounding lift area limitations.
That a PLYC Director or representative will be present during all craning operations, to
monitor and enforce this agreement and to resolve any difficulties. This person shall have
sole discretion to permit or restrict any action related to craning operations.

I acknowledge and understand the foregoing, and agree to comply with all the foregoing terms
and conditions. Failure to observe this agreement, Club By-Laws, and policies may result in
PLYC membership termination.
Signed:

______________________________________________

Boat:

______________________________________________

Date:

______________________________________________
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